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“imitation isn’t flattery if it costs you your 
business!”



ACID represents thousands of designer members : set design (ballet, film, theatre) graphic designers, interior designers, lighting, 
furniture, gift, product, industrial, automotive, architects, toys designers, online platforms, government, publications, brand image 

creators, artists, bridal, childrens’ wear, design agencies, fabrics & textiles, fashion designers, dressmakers, digital, craft – ceramic, 
glassmakers. Civil engineers, architects, fine art, fires & fireplaces. Floor coverings, garden products, giftware, greetings cards, interior 

accessories, jewellery, kitchen & Bathroom, photography, product design, etc



20 years ago – IP rights’ language : Patents, Copyright and Trade 
Marks (& the Cinderella right…)

The UK Intellectual Property Office was called the Patent Office



2017 - design and design skills contribute 
£209bn to UK’s GVA and employ 1.5 million…..



21st century – design spans the economy in a 
unique way

Making products, services and systems more useful and some 
or all IP rights are a component or components of the 

intellectual capital underpinning this sector



The majority of UK design businesses are lone, 
micro and SME. 80% have less than 10 employees 

and 67% have less than 4 employees



Design and Intellectual Property?
one size doesn’t fit all needs



But there are common themes…..



Anti Copying in Design “my illustrations & writing skills are 
not just my brand, they represent 

me as a person”

“designing and making 
new products is how 
my workers earn and 
how we develop our 

business”

“my income includes royalties on the 
sales of my licensed designs which are 

being sold unlawfully online”

“our  know how and 
trade secrets are what 
makes us unique to our 

customers

“creating 
graphic design 
is how I earn my 

living” 

“when we pitch, our 
innovative ideas & 

approach win the day!”

How important 
is IP to your 
business?



Anti Copying in Design

How important 
is IP to your 
business?

“I need to understand and 
identify what IP I own 

relevant to my business , how 
I can leverage it to better to 
achieve growth and how I 
can  protect it effectively”

© the future…..



Anti Copying in DesignE.g., Licensing. Penguin had the vision to see the potential, the  
designer had creative thought and business acumen to make 

this happen



Intellectual capital is a critical asset, the DNA running 
through most design sectors whether micro or macro



The majority of UK and EU designers rely on 
unregistered design rights – but where is the proof?



UK Design Registrations 2017 – 8000+
EU Design Registrations 2017 (85,000 annually) -

average across 28 member states 3000+ per country



ACID IP Database (designs and copyright)
Average 25,000 lodgements per year



• Although registration costs have been reduced substantially an 
SME needs budget to seek advice on validity and accuracy of 
registration (what you register is what you rely on)

• Designers design prolifically
• UK erosion of confidence in design registration following the 

Trunki case (£1m and lost in Supreme Court on legal 
technicality)

• Lone, micro and SME’s still have to enforce their rights.few
have the budget

• Often it is …….

Why do so few designers register their designs 
in the UK? (and EU)



David v Goliath



David v Goliath (strategy)
stonewall challenge and perpetuate litigation



Post the Supreme Court decision - clarity is required 
on what is and what isn’t acceptable to rely on in a 

registered design case .



Post the Supreme Court decision - clarity is required 
on what is and what isn’t acceptable to rely on in a 

registered design case .



Litigation is the luxury of the few and difficult for 
SME designers to pursue infringement because of 

cost and time

Average UK hourly 
earnings of a 
designer across 8 
disciplines = 
£16.84 per hour

Design Council, Design 
Economy

Estimated 
hourly rates for 
an IP lawyer 
between £200 -
£500+ per hour



But now social media is providing another justice 
perspective, naming & shaming is emerging



ACID members HALO in $3.8 MILLION “Knowing & 
Wilful” IP Landmark Victory against Comptoir Des 

Indes. Relying on copyright in a #design case!     



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs)  - Know your IP rights & IP myths!



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs) the importance of trade secrets 



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs) agreements – clarity of small print 



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs) 
Who is using your creative work without permission? 

Keep watch



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs) 
Online SME brand enforcement service & private 

prosecutions



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs) if you don’t want to be copied, say so!  



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs) if you don’t want to be copied, say so!  



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs)  
- where are you trading, where is your support?



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs)  - if you’ve got a good idea, keep it safe!



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to 
SMEs)  IP ethics, respect & compliance 



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs)  
“Mediate don’t Litigate” : Lawyers – a Client for Life!



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs) 
Register if at all possible and Brexit proof while you 

can! 

UK monopoly right for 25 
years, deterrence, you 
don’t have to prove 
copying. An asset.

You have a piece of paper, 
a numbered certificate to 
say you own this design (if 
you meet the criteria!)

Brexit Proof – register in 
EU, 25 years, renewable 
every 5 years. Protection 
in 27 other member states

You have a piece of paper, 
a numbered certificate to 
say you own this design (if 
you meet the criteria!)



Basics of a proactive IP strategy (& advice to SMEs) 
Register your trade mark to enhance brand 

protection! 



Design challenges post Brexit as majority of UK 
designers rely on unregistered design rights 

EU unregistered designs
Much broader right –
surface decoration

UK unregistered designs
shape & configuration
only



Design opportunities & challenges : 3D printing –
what value will it bring to innovation & society 



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing 



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing 



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing 



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing
Case Study



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing
Case Study

The majority of UK 
designers rely on 
unregistered design 
rights

The infringement of 
an unregistered 
design right is not a 
crime



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing 

“with 3D printing machines readily available 
to consumers this is a “one stop shop” for 

criminal activity. But where is the 
legislation? I cannot act or enforce without 
a law to enforce – I need some legislation to 

work with to create an investigation 
strategy?  

At an ACID 3D printing conference in 2016 DCI Mick Dodge of the Policy
Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU) said:

https://www.cityoflondon.police.uk/advice-and-support/fraud-and-economic-crime/pipcu/Pages/default.aspx


In a recent ACID survey 90% said design 
infringement was intentional



Design opportunities & challenges – 3D printing 

ACID’s campaign – the 
2014  IP Act

The intentional infringement 
of a registered design is 
now a crime punishable by 
up to 10 years in prison 

ACID’s ongoing campaign  

To ensure the intentional 
infringement of an 
unregistered design will also 
be a crime 



Design – from iconic 



to everyday 

http://sebastianconran.com/project-8


Design, is all around us. Changing our lives, 
adding value



Design matters, making us happy, knowing we 
are loved!



© the future! 
@didsmacdonald

@acid_tweets
#designmatters

www.acid.uk.com



THANK YOU!


